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 It is designed to bring realism to your training programs. Users of a few flight simulators may find it more difficult to control aircraft due to poor inertia and dynamics simulation. The simulation of a fixed wing aircraft, helicopter, multicopters and airships is fantastic. Additionally, you will enjoy using a battle between two aircraft and two helicopters. Key Features Flight Model Features Both a fixed-
wing and a rotary-wing aircraft are available. ProSim737 simulates the flight characteristics and many aspects of the helicopter including the yaw of rotor blades, torque, stall/spin characteristics, etc. As an intelligent helicopter simulation system, ProSim737 models in detail the transition and power input of a helicopter. ProSim737 simulates the highly demanding dynamics of a helicopter. This means
that the flow of air past an airframe, blades and rotors in an aircraft such as a helicopter is modeled. ProSim737 simulates all forces acting on the helicopter, such as gusts, loads, compression, turbulence, and cross winds. ProSim737 simulates the dynamics of a fixed-wing aircraft in a realistic manner. It realistically simulates the wing characteristics including wing structure, airfoil, ailerons and flaps.
Different control surfaces can be selected, such as flaps and slats. This allows for selective flying effects like autobrake, power-off and autorotate. ProSim737 allows user to map aircraft cockpits. Flight instrumentation and displays in these cockpits are not modeled. The arrangement of instrumentation and displays in these cockpits may differ from those in actual cockpits. ProSim737 has a full flight
system including Autorotation. Upon loss of the power, the autorotation is smoothly performed to let the aircraft safely land. Automatic Threshold Mode Automatic Threshold Mode (ATM) is an advanced Mode for flutter detection. It is an intelligent mode, which can detect the true dynamic characteristics of an airframe, including static and dynamic flutter thresholds. Areal ProSim737 has an area

covered with real aircraft models. Use it to practice landing on an aircraft carrier or an aircraft carrier. Flight Teaching ProSim737 allows users to practice flying in a simulator. It provides many different flight teaching aids, such as the ILS, localizer and glideslope 82157476af
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